En este artículo proponemos un nuevo modelo de regresión con efectos mixtos para variables acotadas fraccionarias. Este modelo nos permite incorporar covariables directamente al valor esperado, de manera que podemos cuantficar exactamente la influencia de estas covariables en la media de la variable de interés en vez de en la media condicional. La estimación se llevó a cabo desde una perspectiva bayesiana y debido a la complejidad de la distribución aumentada a posteriori usamos un algoritmo de Monte Carlo Hamiltoniano, el muestreador No-U-Turn, que se encuentra implementado en el software Stan. Se realizó un estudio de simulación que compara, en términos de sesgo y RMSE, el modelo propuesto con otros modelos tradicionales longitudinales para variables acotadas, resultando que el primero tiene un mejor desempeño. Finalmente, aplicamos nuestro modelo de regresión Beta Inflacionada con efectos mixtos a datos reales los cuales consistían en información de la utilización de las líneas de crédito en el sistema financiero peruano.
or percentage of units of a brand new product sold by a company. The following types of models can be found in the literature which allow to explain a fractional bounded variable:
• Models based on transformations: The response variable is first transformed so any fractional bounded variable is taken from a closed unit interval to an open unit interval, and then any regression model for bounded variables such as the beta or beta rectangular models can be applied. Smithson y Verkuilen (2006) propose, for instance, to transform a fractional bounded variable in the following way:
where Y ∈ [0, 1] is the fractional response and N the sample size. The main disadvantage of these models is that extremely biased estimations can be obtained, as shown in Bayes y Valdivieso (2016).
• Two-part models: First, a multinomial regression model is applied to a categorical vari- and a beta distribution is proposed; for BEINF a mixture of a Multinomial and beta distribution is proposed. It is worth noting that the expected value of these mixtures are composed by different parameters, so effects on the mean are difficult to interpret under these models.
• One-part models: In this type of models, the mean response γ is directly modelled with the set of covariates. In Papke y Wooldridge (1996) , γ is directly related with the vector of covariates through the equation g(γ) = x β, where g(.) is a proper link function. Estimation of this model is based on a quasi-likelihood methodology which maximizes a Bernoulli log-likelihood function, leading to a quasi-maximum likelihood estimator (QMLE). An important property of QMLE is the fact that it is consistent and asymptotically normal regardless of the distribution of the response variable conditional to covariates. On the other hand, Bayes y Valdivieso (2016) propose a beta inflated mean regression model which, based on a convenient reparameterization, allows to model directly the mean of the fractional bounded variable of interest; estimation of this model is carried out from a classical perspective. In this article we will try to extend this model to a mixed effect model since it is shown that in the transversal setting this model outperforms Papke y Wooldridge (1996) model in terms of root of mean squared error (RMSE), bias and information criteria.
Mixed-effects regressions are widely used to model data that consists of multiple measures for each subject over time (longitudinal data), or measures of subjects divided in well-defined groups (clustered data). Similarly to fixed effects models, two-part and one-part models including mixed effects can be found in the literature. We review below these models:
• Two-part models: In Wang y Luo (2016) the two-part regression model is extended to include mixed effects by using a one-augmented beta rectangular distribution that can easily be generalized to a zero-one-augmented beta rectangular distribution. Estimations in this model are carried out from a bayesian perspective. Furthermore, Galvis et al. (2014) propose a zero-and-one augmented beta random effects model, with parameters p 0 = P (Y = 0) and p 1 = P (Y = 1) and the beta parameters. A con of this model is that parameters p 0 and p 1 must meet condition 0 < p 0 + p 1 < 1, which makes more difficult the estimation in the model. Additionally, in Liu y Kong (2015) a Zero-One Inflated Beta regression model with mixed-effects is proposed with param-
and φ (precision parameter).
• One-part models: In Papke y Wooldridge (2008) the model proposed in Papke y Wooldridge (1996) is extended to panel data by linking the mean of each observation E(Y ij ) to a set of covariates x ij and z ij associated to fixed and random effects, respectively. Specifically, the cumulative density function of the normal distribution is chosen as a link function. Estimation is carried out from a classical perspective by using generalized estimating equation (GEE).
The mixed effects regression models do not only provide flexibility, but also allows to identify within-subject and between-subject effects of covariates on the dependent variable, which is certainly useful for applications. In a credit card portfolio, for instance, is common to take decisions based on the percentage of utilization of a credit limit (from here denoted by U T I%) by each client. When U T I% = 0% then the client may not need the credit card, and another product can be offered; when U T I% = 100% the client may need a greater credit limit; and when U T I% ∈ (0%, 100%) the bank can take decisions based on ranges. A bank is interested in measuring the effect of a set of covariates, both within-subject (over time) and between-subject (compared to others), on the expected value of U T I%, so that a profile can be identified for expected values close to 0% or 100%.
Objectives
The main objective of this article is to estimate and apply a new beta inflated mean regression model with mixed effects to simulated and real data from a bayesian perspective, and compare results against models proposed in the literature. More specifically:
• Investigate about mixed effects models for fractional bounded data in the literature.
• Study the properties of a new beta inflated mean regression model with mixed effects.
• Implement the beta inflated mean regression model with mixed effects.
• Conduct a simulation study where the proposed model is compared with other models.
• Apply the proposed model to real data and compare results with other models.
Work organization
This article is organized in the following way: Chapter 2 describes the beta inflated distribution and points out the importance of the proposed reparameterization that allows to model directly the mean of a fractional response variable; Chapter 3 describes the structure of the beta inflated mean mixed regression, presents the augmented likelihood function, 
Chapter 2
The beta inflated distribution
In this chapter we present the beta inflated distribution, its probability density function, its properties and an alternative reparametrization which allow us to model directly the mean of the independent variable of interest.
Probability density function
A random variable Y follows the beta inflated distribution if its probability density function is given by:
where
1)) = µ and φ > 0 is interpreted as a precision parameter. The function b(. | µ, φ) is the probability density function of the beta distribution with a convenient parametrization such that µ is the mean and
1+φ is the variance of the distribution. The mean and variance of the beta inflated distribution are:
Alternative parametrization
In the context of a regression model, this parametrization does not allow to measure the effects of the covariates directly on the mean of the dependent variable, since the expected value of Y , to be denoted hereafter by γ, satisfies γ = δ 1 + (1 − δ 0 − δ 1 )µ and the parameters δ 0 , δ 1 and µ are commonly associated to different effects. Furthermore, it should be noted that γ is restricted to the open interval (δ 1 , 1 − δ 0 ). An alternative to solve these problems is described in Bayes y Valdivieso (2016) where a reparametrization of (5.1) is proposed as follows:
The mean, variance and probability density function are rewritten under this parametrization as follows:
This reparameterization not only allows to model E(Y ) = γ directly, but also breaks the restriction for γ, so that a better scenario for a mean regression analysis is established. If (2.2) is the density function of the random variable Y , then it is said that this variable follows a Beta Inflated mean distribution and is denoted by
Chapter 3 The beta inflated mean mixed regression model
In this chapter we present the definition of the beta inflated mean mixed regression model, the augmented likelihood function, the augmented posterior distribution, the chosen priors for all parameters and the model comparison criteria.
Model definition
. . , n be n independent response vector variables for the subjects in the study, where:
We can link the parameters α 0ij , α 1ij and γ ij to covariates through appropriate link functions as shown next:
covariate vectors which can be different, overlapped or even identical; φ > 0 is a precision parameter; and g 1 (.), g 2 (.) and g 3 (.) are link functions with continuous second derivatives
Any cumulative distribution function of a continuous variable can be an appropriate inverse link function. Among these we have the probit link function which has as a disadvantage to increase the difficulty in interpretation of the effects over the dependent variable.
In order to ease the interpretation, we are going to use the inverse of the logistic cumulative distribution as the link function for parameters α 0ij , α 1ij and γ ij .
With respect to the random effects vectors w i , d i and b i , it will be assumed that these vectors are independent and identically distributed with multivariate normal distributions:
being Σ w , Σ d and Σ b positive definite matrices.
and Y = [Y 1 , . . . , Y n ] , the augmented likelihood function for model (3.1) can be written as follows:
where ϕ t (. | µ t , Σ t ) denotes the probability density function of a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector µ t and covariance matrix Σ t ,
are parameter vectors of size n i with
is the joint probability density function of the vector
, which can be expanded as follows assuming conditional independence to random effects:
is the probability density function of beta inflated distribution as defined in (2.2).
Bayesian Inference
Taking into account the augmented likelihood function as described in (3.2), the aug-
, can be written as follows:
which can be also expressed as:
where p(θ) is the prior distribution of θ. In this article we consider that ω, δ, β, Σ w , Σ d , Σ b and φ are independent, so we can set the prior distribution as:
For fixed effects vectors we propose multivariate normal distributions such that ω ∼
For covariance matrices we propose as prior
For the precision parameter it is set as prior a gamma distribution such that φ ∼ Gamma(a, b). For all these prior distributions, A, B, C, ψ w , Ψ w , ψ d , Ψ d , Ψ b , a and b are specified hyperparameters.
Combining the augmented likelihood function defined in (3.2) with the prior distribution defined in (3.4) the augmented posterior distribution defined in (3.3) can be written as:
where ϕ t (. | µ t , Σ t ) denotes the probability density function of a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector µ t and covariance matrix Σ t , q(. | a, b) denotes the probability density function of gamma distribution with mean equal to We define the deviance as follows:
where L(θ, w, d, b | Y ) is the augmented likelihood function defined in (3.2). Then, we define the DIC criteria as:
where p D =D(ν) − D(ν) can be interpreted as number of effective parameters. Considering a Montecarlo sample size M taken from the augmented posterior distribution defined in (3.5), the termsD(ν) and D(ν) are calculated as follows:
On the other hand, WAIC is calculated similarly to DIC, only differing on the effective parameter count term. Watanabe (2010) define WAIC as follows:
). Finally, the EAIC and EBIC criteria, detailed in Gelman et al. (2014) , are defined as follows:
where p is the number of parameters in the model and n is the sample size. It should be noted that EBIC incorporates a penalty term linked to the sample size, so that simpler models are favored.
Since a lower value of DIC, WAIC, EAIC and EBIC indicates a better fit, the model with the lowest value of these indicators will be considered as the best in this article.
Chapter 4
Simulation study
In this section we present a parameter recovery simulation study where we will make use of the Beta Inflated mean mixed-effects regression model (denoted for short by BInf) 
Generation of data
In the context of longitudinal data, let us consider 100 subjects and 3 measurements for each subject. For fixed effects we construct a design matrix x = [x 1 , . . . , x 300 ] where each x k is a vector of 3 elements, with the first element being constant and equal to 1, and the other 2 elements were sampled from a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector equal to 0, variances equal to 0.1 and covariance equal to 0.05. For random effects we construct a design matrix z = [z 1 , . . . , z 300 ] where each z k is a vector of 2 elements, so that z k1 = x k2 and z k2 = x k3 .
Parameter recovery
We will incorporate covariates to the parameters α 0 , α 1 and γ in the Beta Inflated mixed-effect regression, and only to the conditional mean parameter µ in the Beta Trans- we sampled 300 responses y ij ∼ BetaInf (α 0ij , α 1ij , γ ij , φ), where g(α 0ij ) = x ij ω + z ij w i ,
is the inverse logit function.
Regarding the prior distributions, for fixed effects coefficients we set ω ∼ N 3 (0, 10 4 I 3 ), δ ∼ N 3 (0, 10 4 I 3 ) and β ∼ N 3 (0, 10 4 I 3 ), for variance-covariance matrix we set Σ w ∼ IW (5, 20I 2 ),
2 ) and Σ b ∼ IW (5, 20I 2 ), and for the precision parameter we set φ ∼ Gamma(0.0001, 0.0001). For estimation, we discarded the first 1000 iterations and obtained 9000 samples considering a thinning equal to 4, leading to 2250 iterations for each parameter.
We repeated this estimation 1000 times with 1000 different design matrices. (2015), which can be considered as a two-part model.
The main objective in our application is to study the effect of a set of covariates in the utilization of a credit line by clients of a bank. With this information a bank could assign profiles to potential clients such as: Regular Credit Card User, Medium Credit Card User or Non Credit Card User which can be used to elaborate a more personalized offer for them.
Data
Data consisted of 200 individuals that were reported with at least one credit card in the Financial System of Peru during January 2016 and July 2016. We considered as covariates: a flag that determines whether an individual was reported in Financial System with cash advance (1) or not (0), denoted by flag cash adv ; a flag that determines whether an individual was classified as Low Risk (0) or High Risk (1), denoted by flag clas; and standardized age of individual denoted by age ind. As dependent variable we considered utilization of credit line, which is defined as a ratio with numerator equal to the total amount used by the individual in purchases, cash advance or balance transfer, and denominator equal to the total amount of credit line granted to the individual. We will denote utilization of credit line as uti cc. 
Model structure
Before defining the model structure for the real data analysis, it should be noted that we are considering the following parameterization of the ZOIB regression model proposed in Liu y Kong (2015): 1) ) and φ is a precision a parameter.
We incorporate covariates for the parameters γ (mean), α 0 and α 1 in the BInf regression model, and for the parameters µ (conditional mean), p and q in the ZOIB regression model.
For fixed effects parameters we considered an intercept and coefficients associated to variables flag cash adv, flag clas and age ind. It is important to note that variable flag cash adv was incorporated only to γ and α 1 in the Beta Inflated mean regression, and µ and q in the Zero-One Augmented Beta regression because if a person has variable flag cash adv equal to 0, then the response variable uti cc must be necessarily equal to 0. Regarding random effects we only included an intercept for γ, α 0 and α 1 in the BInf regression model, and for µ, p and q in the ZOIB regression model. We choose the inverse logit function to link the linear predictors to corresponding parameters. All remaining parameters of each distribution were assumed to be constant for all observations. Equations (5.2) and (5.3) summarize the BInf and ZOIB structure of model, respectively.
Regarding the prior distributions, we considered for fixed effects non-informative Multivariate Normal distributions ω ∼ N 3 (0, 10 4 I 3 ), δ ∼ N 4 (0, 10 4 I 4 ) and β ∼ N 4 (0, 10 4 I 4 ).
For the variance-covariance matrices Σ w , Σ d , Σ b , which in this application reduces to an scalar since we are only considering a random intercept, we considered an Inverse-Gamma (univariate version of Inverse Wishart distribution) with 5 degrees of freedom and a scale parameter equal to 20. For the precision parameter φ we considered a non-informative prior Gamma(0.0001, 0.0001).
Results
Both BInf and ZOIB regression models were implemented and estimated in Stan considering 2250 effective iterations after discarding first 1000 and setting a thinning equal to 4 to avoid autocorrelation. Estimation of fixed parameters and random intercepts under the BInf model and ZOIB model for a sample of 5 subjects are presented in Tables 5.2 As can be seen in Tables 5.2 On the other hand, random intercepts point estimations show which subjects are more likely to increment (positive random intercept) or decrement (negative random intercept) their mean credit card utilization. Interpretation of fixed and random effects estimations from ZOIB regression model are very similar, with the disadvantage that these are only related to conditional mean µ rather than the mean E(Y ). Stan code used for both simulation study and application to real data can be found in Appendix A.
Suggestions for future studies
For future studies it would be interesting to consider an asymmetric link function instead of logit in the Beta Inflated mean regression model with mixed effects. Furthermore, considering a multivariate fractional response rather than an univariate fractional response would 
A.2 Application code
The following code in Stan implements Beta Inflated mean regression incorporating fixed and random effects to parameter γ and considering all remaining parameters as constant for all observations. 
